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The alignment-dependent properties and
applications of graphene moiré superstructures on
the Ru(0001) surface†

Leining Zhang,a,b Jichen Dong,a Zhaoyong Guan, a,c Xiuyun Zhang a,d and
Feng Ding *a,b

The moiré superstructure of graphene on a lattice-mismatched metal substrate has profound effects on

the electronic properties of graphene and can be used for many applications. Here, we propose to sys-

tematically tune the moiré superstructure of graphene on the Ru(0001) surface by rotating the graphene

layer. Our study reveals two kinds of graphene moiré superstructures: (i) the ultra-flat graphene layers

with height variations of less than 0.1 Å for rotation angles greater than 20° that have the same structural

and electronic properties everywhere, and (ii) the highly corrugated graphene moiré superstructures with

height variations from 0.4 to 1.6 Å for rotation angles less than 20°, whose electronic properties are highly

modulated by the interaction with the substrate. Moreover, these rotated graphene moiré superstructures

can serve as templates to produce matrices of size-tunable metal clusters from a few to ∼100 atoms. This

study reveals the causes of the structural fluctuation of moiré superstructures of graphene on the tran-

sition metal surface and suggests a pathway to tune graphene’s electronic properties for various

applications.

1. Introduction

Since the successful synthesis of graphene via the chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) approach on Ni and Cu surfaces,1,2 the
growth of graphene CVD on various transition metal (TM) sur-
faces has been exhaustively explored in the last decade. It is
broadly observed that the morphology of the grown graphene
is highly dependent on the symmetry, the crystalline lattice
constant and the chemical activity of the substrate.
Geometrically, a moiré pattern was frequently observed by the
superposition of the graphene lattice and the lattice of the
metal substrate. On a 4-fold symmetrical substrate, such as Cu
(100) or Ni(100) substrate, moiré patterns show either a striped
or a rhombic shape depending on the rotation angle between
the graphene and substrate.3–6 On a 3-fold symmetrical
surface, such as face-centered cubic (111) or hexagonal close-

packed (0001) surface, all moiré patterns show a regular
rhombic shape but different periodicities with regard to the
rotation angle.7

On some active TM surfaces, for example Ru(0001),8 Rh
(111),9,10 Pb(111),11 Pt(111)12,13 and Ir(111)14,15 substrates, the
moiré pattern leads to a corrugated graphene layer with a peri-
odic height variation. Hereafter, we call such a corrugated gra-
phene layer as a graphene moiré superstructure. Many experi-
mental observations revealed that the corrugation of a moiré
superstructure is highly dependent on the rotation angle of
the graphene lattice with respect to that of the substrate. On
the Pt(111) surface, two categories of moiré superstructures
were reported: (i) the graphene film has a corrugation of
0.5–0.8 Å at small rotation angles (such as 2°, 3°, and 6°) and
(ii) the graphene layer becomes ultra-flat at large rotation
angles (14°, 19°, and 30°).12 In addition, the moiré super-
structures of graphene with different rotation angles on the Ir
(111) substrate were observed to show that the graphene layer
with zero rotation angle has the largest height variation and
that the corrugation decays with an increase in the rotation
angle.15

In comparison with Pt or Ir, Ru has a much stronger inter-
action with graphene16–19 and a much larger corrugation of
the graphene layer on the Ru(0001) surface has been broadly
observed and extensively explored.20–23 It is worth noting that
the thermal expansion difference between graphene and TM
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substrates can also induce corrugations in graphene films,
e.g., parallel nanoripple and graphene wrinkles.24,25 However,
compared with other TMs, the very small thermal expansion
coefficient of Ru has a very small impact on the corrugation of
graphene. Therefore, the Ru(0001) surface is a good
substrate for the study of graphene moiré superstructures.
Experimentally, graphene generally grows on the Ru(0001)
surface with its zigzag direction aligning along the Ru 〈21̄1̄0〉 crys-
talline direction, forming a moiré superstructure of graphene
with a unit cell length of ∼2.7 or 3.0 nm and a height oscillation
of ∼1.8 Å.26,27 Due to the large corrugation in height, such
aligned graphene/Ru(0001) (G/Ru(0001)) superstructures have
been used as the most popular templates to synthesize matrices
of uniform metal clusters or various organic molecules.28,29

Generally, Pt, Ru, Ir, Ti, Ni and Rh preferred to be selectively
adsorbed at a highly specific site and formed dispersed small
clusters, while Pd, Au, Ag, Cu, Co and Fe preferred to form larger
clusters crossing different regions.30–33 Organic molecules, like
flat iron phthalocyanine (FePc) and pentacene molecules, were
also found to show site preference and orientation preference on
the G/Ru(0001) surface.34,35

Although graphene shows a preferential orientation on the
Ru(0001) substrate during growth, the grown graphene on the
Ru(0001) substrate with a very small rotation between the
monolayer graphene and substrate has also been observed by
few experiments,27,36,37 and a theoretical study proved that a
slight rotation barely affected the geometric and electronic pro-
perties of the above-mentioned superstructures of graphene.38

Besides, very different moiré superstructures of graphene with
large rotation angles have been obtained when a graphene
layer crosses the grain boundary of the substrate,39,40 and they
can be constructed by graphene transfer.41–43 To date, a com-
plete theoretical study on the evolution of the rotated graphene
moiré superstructure and its properties is yet to be carried out.
In this work, by dispersion-corrected density functional theory
(DFT) methods, we systematically explored the rotated gra-
phene moiré superstructure on the Ru(0001) surface and
studied its potential application in controllable metal cluster
synthesis. Depending on the rotation angle, two distinct kinds
of graphene layers on the Ru(0001) surface were predicted: (i)
the ultra-flat graphene for large rotation angles and (ii) the cor-
rugated graphene, whose properties are highly modulated by
the Ru(0001) surface, for small rotation angles. We also
showed that the corrugated G/Ru(0001) superstructures can be
used as templates to synthesize size-tunable metal clusters
from a few to ∼100 atoms for various applications.

2. Computational
2.1 Modelling

The primary vectors of graphene film (a
*
and b

*

) and the Ru
(0001) substrate (c

*
and d

*

) are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). In
order to build a common cell of the rotated graphene lattice
on a Ru(0001) surface, we considered matching two supercells
of graphene and the Ru(0001) surface with limited strain

(<3.0%). To ensure that the shape of both supercells remains a
equilateral rhombus with a 120° angle, the vectors of the gra-
phene supercell ðV1

*
;V2
* Þ and the Ru(0001) supercell ðV3

*
;V4
* Þ

should satisfy

V1
* ¼ m � a* þ n � b*; V2

* ¼ �n � a* þ ðm� nÞ � b*: ð1Þ

V3
* ¼ h � c* þ k � d*; V4

* ¼ �k � c* þ ðh� kÞ � d*: ð2Þ
In all our models, the pristine graphene lattice is adopted

to avoid the external strain on graphene film, and therefore
the sizes of possible common cells of the rotated G/Ru(0001)
structures are obtained by considering all combinations of
ðV1
*
;V3
* Þ which satisfy

V3
*
���

���� ð1� 3:0%Þ , V1
*
���

��� , V3
*
���

���� ð1þ 3:0%Þ: ð3Þ

The searched common cell sizes of G/Ru(0001) super-
structures as a function of the rotation angle are denoted by
the blue points in Fig. 1(c). Here, the rotation angle between
the graphene and the Ru(0001) substrate is calculated by: θ =
θ1 − θ2, where

cos θ1 ¼
m� 1

2 nffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2 þ n2 �mn

p ; cos θ2 ¼
h� 1

2 kffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2 þ k2 � hk

p : ð4Þ

Due to the C6V symmetry of graphene and the C3V symmetry
of the Ru(0001) surface, the rotation angles can be restricted
in a range of [0°, 60°] and a structure with a rotation angle of θ
has a symmetrical axis with a rotation angle of 60° − θ.

Fig. 1 Schemes of the supercells of graphene (a) and Ru(0001) (b) and
the primitive vectors of both. The black and white balls represent the C
and Ru atoms, respectively. (c) Some common cells of G/Ru(0001)
structures with small cell sizes and limited strain (blue points) and the
unit cell size of moiré patterns (curve) versus the rotation angle between
graphene and the Ru(0001) substrate. The sizes of the calculated G/Ru
(0001) structures are marked by red circles.
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The reciprocal lattice vector of the G/Ru(0001) moiré
pattern can be expressed as the difference of the constituting
reciprocal lattice vectors: k

*

moirprime e ¼ k
*

G � k
*

Ru.
44 Apparently,

two constituting lattices with similar sizes in the reciprocal
space result in a larger moiré pattern. In this work, the primi-
tive lattices of graphene and Ru(0001), whose lattice constants
are 2.460 Å and 2.706 Å, respectively, are chosen. A lattice mis-
match between the graphene and Ru(0001) substrate is
defined by the factor45

δ ¼ aRu � aG
aG

:

The reciprocal lattice vectors of graphene and the Ru(0001)
substrate can be expressed as

k
*

G ¼ 2π
aG

ð1; 0Þ; k
*

Ru ¼ 2π
aGð1þ δÞ ðcos φ; sin φÞ: ð5Þ

Finally, the size of a moiré pattern in real space can be
obtained by

λ ¼ 2π

km
*���
���
¼ ð1� δÞaGraffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2ð1� δÞð1� cos φÞ þ δ2
p ; ð6Þ

and the size evaluation of the moiré pattern of graphene on
the Ru(0001) substrate versus the rotation angles is shown in
Fig. 1(c).

2.2 Methods

All the calculations are performed within the framework of
DFT-D3 method as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP).46,47 The exchange–correlation
functions are treated by the generalized gradient approxi-
mation (GGA),48 and the interaction between valence electrons
and ion cores is carried out by the projected augmented wave
(PAW) methods.49 The energy cutoff for the plane-wave func-
tion is set to be 400 eV. The force acting on each atom is set to
be less than 0.01 eV Å−1, and an energy convergence of 10−4 eV
is used as the criterion with regard to structural optimization.
For modelling, one-layer graphene on a three-layer Ru(0001) is
adopted, and the third layer of the Ru(0001) substrate is fixed.
Periodic boundaries are applied in the plane of graphene so
that the edge coupling is excluded. In the out-plane direction,
the vacuum spacing between neighbouring images is set at
least 12 Å to avoid a periodic imaging interaction.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Structural properties of rotated graphene layers on the Ru
(0001) surface

Using the most common G/Ru(0001) superstructure, wherein
the graphene zigzag is parallel to the Ru 〈21̄1̄0〉 crystalline
direction, as the reference with a rotation angle of zero degree,
ten G/Ru(0001) superstructures with a rotation angle interval
of ∼3° were optimized to explore the rotation-dependent moiré
superstructures of graphene.

The atomically optimized moiré superstructures of gra-
phene with different rotation angles are shown in Fig. 2(a). To
show the periodic moiré pattern clearly, the coincident spots
where the center of a hexagon in the graphene layer is just
above a Ru atom are marked by pink Ru atoms. Fig. 2(b) shows
the stereo and side views of a few typical structures, from
which we can clearly see that the significant graphene height
fluctuation at zero degree rotation angle is maintained in gra-
phene with small rotation angles (θ < 20°), while the graphene
layers with large rotation angles are all ultra-flat.

A unit cell of the corrugated graphene moiré superstructure
is composed of three representative high symmetric sites,
namely, ATOP, FCC and HCP, as broadly described in the lit-
erature.50 The difference among the three regions is that the
center of a C hexagon corresponds to a Ru atom, an FCC or an
HCP site of the ABC-stacked Ru(0001) substrate. The transition
regions between two of these three representative sites are
called Bridge sites. From the height oscillation, we can see
that the distance between the ATOP site and the substrate
mostly varies in the range of 2.8–3.7 Å, depending on the
rotation angle, which is the typical van der Waals (vdW) dis-
tance. A large graphene–substrate distance indicates a weak
graphene–Ru(0001) interaction in the ATOP region. In sharp
contrast, the distances between all the other sites and the sub-
strate are almost the same, ∼2.10 Å, and are rotation angle
independent, revealing a strong chemical binding between gra-
phene and the substrate. Geometrically, increasing the
rotation angle leads to the formation of a smaller G/Ru(0001)
common cell and reduces all the three types of regions in a
moiré superstructure. It is found that the highest distance
between the graphene layer and the Ru(0001) surface keeps
decreasing, while the lowest one remains in the chemical
binding range when the moiré superstructure becomes
smaller. At 19.10°, the size of the moiré superstructure of gra-
phene becomes only ∼7.38 Å with a height fluctuation of
∼0.39 Å, and the distance between the ATOP site and the Ru
(0001) surface is only ∼2.59 Å. Therefore, a sudden change in
the graphene layer occurs when the rotation angle becomes
greater than 20°. With any rotation angles greater than 20°,
the graphene layer becomes ultra-flat and the distance
between the graphene layer and the substrate becomes ∼3.3 Å
everywhere (see Fig. 2(c)).

In a corrugated graphene layer, the C–C bond length is
highly site- and orientation-dependent. As has already been
demonstrated, in graphene with zero rotation angle, carbon
atoms in the ATOP region are sp2 hybridized and interacted
with the substrate via the weak vdW interaction.51 So, the C–C
bond lengths in the ATOP region are close to the typical sp2 C–
C bond length or ∼1.42 Å.52 While, in other regions, the
carbon atoms interact strongly with the substrate and are
slightly prone to sp3 hybridization, which leads to the
elongated C–C bond lengths ranging from 1.45 to 1.46 Å. Our
calculations show that all these characteristics in the zero
degree moiré superstructure are well maintained in all corru-
gated graphene layers with a rotation angle of less than 20°, as
clearly shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. S1†. In contrast, the C–C bond
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lengths in the ultra-flat graphene with large rotation angles are
highly uniform, ∼1.42 Å, and the height fluctuation is less
than 0.01 Å. Moreover, it is very clear that the average C–C
bond lengths of corrugated graphene moiré superstructures
are always larger than that of ultra-flat graphene film. The
above analysis of the C–C bond length clearly implies that the
corrugated graphene layers on the Ru(0001) surface should
have very similar electronic properties to those of zero degree
rotation angle graphene moiré superstructures on the Ru
(0001) surface, and the electronic properties of ultra-flat gra-
phene layers with large rotation angles are similar everywhere.

3.2 Electronic properties of rotated graphene layers on the
Ru(0001) surface

Due to the fact that graphene moiré superstructures mainly
show two distinct types of configurations, highly corrugated or
ultra-flat, the electronic properties of the moiré super-

structures of graphene for one type are generally quite similar,
therefore only a few typical G/Ru(0001) superstructures’ elec-
tronic properties are presented. Many previous studies have
demonstrated that the electronic properties of the graphene
layer are modulated mainly by the hybridization between the
π-orbitals of carbon atoms in graphene and the d orbitals,
especially the dz2 orbitals, of the TM substrate.53,54 In our
work, the partial density of states (PDOS) of the rotated gra-
phene layers and the Ru(0001) surface (Fig. 4(a)) are also
explored; an obvious overlapping in PDOSs for the HCP and
FCC regions of corrugated G/Ru(0001) superstructures implies
a strong coupling between the graphene and substrate of these
areas. In contrast, the overlapping for ATOP regions of corru-
gated G/Ru(0001) and all regions of flat G/Ru(0001) is less,
indicating a weak coupling of these areas. Such a feature can
also be clearly seen in the charge density difference (CDD)
plots shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c); charge transfer in the ATOP

Fig. 2 The structural properties of the rotated graphene on the Ru(0001) surface. (a) The top views of G/Ru(0001) atomic configurations, in which
the ATOP regions are marked by pink Ru atoms, FCC and HCP regions are, respectively, marked by hexagons and triangles, and the rhombus rep-
resents a unit cell of the G/Ru(0001) superstructure. The height of the graphene layer on the Ru(0001) surface is denoted by a colour profile. (b) The
stereo and side views of some typical G/Ru(0001) configurations with different rotation angles. (c) The height oscillation of graphene moiré super-
structures, in which the highest, lowest and average distances (points) between graphene and the substrate are shown by error bars.
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region is much smaller than that in other sites, and no charge
transfer is seen in the ATOP regions of corrugated G/Ru(0001)
superstructures and the whole ultra-flat G/Ru(0001) super-
structures with an isosurface level of 0.004 e bohr−3. In sharp
contrast, the PDOSs of graphene and the Ru(0001) surface in
FCC, HCP and Bridge regions are highly modulated, implying
a strong chemical interaction between the graphene layer and
the substrate. Further evidence is shown in the CDD plots,
where a significant charge transfer from graphene to the Ru
(0001) surface can be seen in these three regions. Although
above graphene films show ultra-flat configurations, the elec-
tronic properties of G/Ru(0001) superstructures with large
rotation angles are still modulated by the substrates.
Interestingly, it is found that a nearly free-standing graphene
film can be obtained by intercalating a layer of oxygen in the
interface of a G/Ru(0001) superstructure.55

3.3 Using rotated graphene layers on the Ru(0001) surface for
the synthesis of tunable Pt clusters

An important application of TM-modulated graphene layer is
to be used as the template for the synthesis of uniformed
metal clusters. Using the grown graphene on the Ru(0001)
surface with zero rotation angle as a template, uniformed
metal clusters with a size of up to ∼3.0 nm have been syn-
thesized by different approaches.56–58 A disadvantage of using
the G/Ru(0001) superstructure with zero rotation angle is that
the sizes of the synthesized clusters are generally very large
and hardly tunable. Recalling the above analysis, the graphene
layers on the Ru(0001) surface with rotation angles less than
20° maintain the corrugated structure and electronic pro-
perties of the zero degree graphene moiré superstructure. So,

we propose to use these rotated G/Ru(0001) superstructures as
templates to synthesize size-tunable metal clusters.

Because one of the essential conditions for the growth of
dispersed metal clusters on the G/Ru(0001) template is that
the metal–G/Ru(0001) interaction should be larger than the
metal–metal interaction,33 we firstly compared the adsorption
energies of a Pt atom at different regions of G/Ru(0001) super-
structures with the Pt–Pt interaction, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The
adsorption energy of a Pt atom on the different sites of the G/
Ru(0001) superstructure is defined as

EAd ¼ EG=Ru þ μPt � ETot; ð7Þ

where EG/Ru is the energy of the corresponding G/Ru(0001)
superstructure, μPt is the chemical potential of a Pt atom in
vacuum, and ETot is the total energy of a Pt atom on the G/Ru
(0001) superstructure. The Pt–Pt interaction is estimated by
the smallest Pt cluster, i.e., free Pt trimer. For the corrugated
G/Ru(0001) superstructures whose rotation angles are less
than 19.10°, both HCP and FCC sites always show advantages
in templating dispersed metal clusters, while the ATOP site
does not when the rotation angles are smaller than ∼10°.

Besides, to synthesize the dispersed metal clusters, dis-
tinguishing adsorption capacity of different sites of the G/Ru
(0001) superstructure is critical. Therefore, the adsorption
energies of a Pt atom at different sites are also compared in
Fig. 5(a) and the detailed values are shown in Table S1.† On
the zero degree G/Ru(0001) superstructure, the differences of
the adsorption energies at different sites are quite large. With
an increase in the rotation angle, the differences become
smaller and smaller until nearly disappear at the 19.10° super-
structure. The very small adsorption energy difference at
19.10° means that the preferential nucleation of metal clusters

Fig. 3 The C–C bond length profiles of graphene moiré superstructures on the Ru(0001) surface with different rotation angles. (a) The C–C bond
length distribution in the rotated graphene on the Ru(0001) surface is marked by colours. (b) The statistics of the C–C bond length distribution as a
function of the rotation angle, in which the highest, lowest and average bond lengths are shown by error bars.
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in a moiré superstructure is not possible, and therefore the
19.10° moiré superstructure cannot serve as a template for the
growth of dispersed metal clusters. Similarly, the ultra-flat gra-
phene also cannot serve as a template for the growth of uni-
formed metal clusters because there is no binding energy
difference at different regions.

The atomic configurations of a Pt atom adsorbed at
different sites of various moiré superstructures are shown in
Fig. 5(b) and Fig. S2.† Overall, C atoms beneath and nearby
the adsorbed Pt atom are the mixtures of sp2 and sp3 hybridiz-
ation with a greatly elongated C–C bond length, >1.45 Å. Here,
we mark the C atoms bonded to the Pt atom as CPt. In the zero

degree G/Ru(0001) superstructure, both FCC and HCP sites
show very high symmetrical characteristics, the three C–CPt

bond lengths are exactly the same and the three carbon neigh-
bours of the CPt atoms form a strong chemical binding with
the Ru atoms beneath them. For the 7.59° G/Ru(0001) super-
structure, the feature of the HCP site remains as same as that
of the zero degree superstructure, but the Pt atom tends to
bond with two CPt atoms at FCC sites and C–CPt bonds
become shorter than those in the zero degree superstructure,
indicating that the degree of sp3 hybridization of C atoms here
becomes weaker and therefore the absorption capacity of a Pt
atom weakens. Upon increasing the rotation angle to 13.89°, a

Fig. 4 Electronic properties of different graphene moiré superstructures on the Ru(0001) substrate. (a) The partial density of states (PDOS) of the C
and Ru atoms at different sites in the G/Ru(0001) superstructure. (b) Charge density difference (CDD) of G/Ru(0001) with different rotation angles,
where the isosurface level of the plot is set as 0.004 e bohr−3. (c) Side view and section of the CDD in the 7.59° G/Ru(0001) superstructure. Yellow
and blue colours represent positive and negative charges, respectively.
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Pt atom tends to bind with two CPt atoms at both FCC and
HCP sites. However, due to the large rotation, the neighbour C
atoms cannot bind with the substrate at the FCC site because
there is no Ru atom exactly beneath them, and the shorter C–C
bond lengths implied that the degree of sp3 hybridization of C
atoms is further weaken. At the HCP site, the C atom beneath
the Pt atom is pushed downwards to bind with a Ru atom of
the substrate and the Pt atom forms bonds with its two neigh-
bouring C atoms. At the ATOP site, there are always two CPt

atoms and the CPt–CPt bond length becomes larger with an
increase in the rotation angle, indicating that the degree of sp3

hybridization of C atoms at the ATOP site becomes stronger
and therefore there is stronger adsorption capacity for the Pt
atom. Thus, the absorption capacity for the Pt atom of the
special sites is highly related to their sp3 hybridization degree.
In conclusion, although the binding configuration is high
rotation angle dependent, the key characteristic that there is a
significant binding energy difference between these typical
sites remains for the moiré superstructures of graphene with
small rotation angles. The above analysis implies that the size-
tunable moiré superstructures of graphene with small rotation
angles offer possible templates for the synthesis of uniformed
metal clusters of different sizes.

In Fig. 6, some large Pt clusters with 1 or 2 layers of atoms
templated by the corrugated graphene moiré superstructures

on the Ru(0001) surface with different rotation angles are
studied. The area of the FCC region of a G/Ru(0001) super-
structure is used to determine the size of the Pt clusters
because Pt clusters bind to the FCC region more tightly than
other regions. On the zero degree G/Ru(0001) template, the
sizes of the largest Pt clusters are up to 45 and 45 + 36 = 81 for
1- and 2-layer structures, respectively. With an increase in the
rotation angle, the size of Pt clusters decreases, and a cluster
comprising only 3 or 4 Pt atoms corresponding to 1- and
2-layer structures can be obtained on the 13.89° G/Ru(0001)
template. From the zoom-in sections, one can clearly see that
the graphene layer between the Pt cluster and substrate shows
distinct sp3-like features.

To further address the stability of these Pt clusters on the
corrugated graphene layers, we calculated the formation ener-
gies of Pt clusters on various rotated G/Ru(0001) templates.
The formation energy of a Pt cluster on a G/Ru(0001) template
is defined as:

EPt ¼ ðETot=Pt � EG=Ru � NPt � εPtÞ=NPt; ð8Þ

where ETot/Pt is the total energy of Pt clusters on a G/Ru(0001)
template, EG/Ru is the energy of the corresponding G/Ru(0001)
superstructure, εPt is the energy of a Pt atom in the bulk Pt
and NPt is the number of Pt atoms in the corresponding Pt

Fig. 5 (a) The adsorption energy of a Pt atom at different sites of G/Ru(0001) superstructures versus the rotation angle and Pt–Pt interaction in the
Pt trimer. (b) Top and side views of a Pt atom adsorbed on different sites of G/Ru(0001) superstructures, where the C–C bond lengths near the Pt
atom are shown.
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cluster. The formation energy of 2-layer Pt clusters is always
smaller than that of the corresponding 1-layer structures,
implying that 3D Pt clusters on the G/Ru(0001) template are
more favoured than 2D clusters. As the rotation angle
increases, the formation energies of both 1- and 2-layer clus-
ters increase but their difference becomes less, indicating that
G/Ru(0001) templates with small rotation angles prefer multi-
layer Pt clusters. Besides, it is worth noting that, as proven by a
recent work, the Pt clusters templated by such graphene moiré
superstructures prefer AA-stacking rather than the convention-
al ABC-stacking,59 offering a new route for synthesizing metal
clusters with novel structures.

4. Conclusions

Depending on the rotation angle of graphene on the Ru(0001)
substrate, two kinds of distinct graphene structures, the ultra-
flat graphene films with large rotation angles and the corru-
gated graphene moiré superstructures with smaller rotation
angles, are observed. The ultra-flat graphene film interacts
with the substrate by a weak vdW interaction and maintains
uniform electronic properties. In contrast, a corrugated gra-
phene moiré superstructure interacts with the substrate
through both a weak vdW interaction (near the ATOP site) and
a strong chemical binding (near the FCC, HCP and Bridge
sites), resulting in highly tuned nonuniform electronic pro-
perties. Furthermore, we have shown that the size-tunable gra-
phene moiré superstructures can be used as templates for the
formation of size- and structure-tunable metal clusters,
varying from ∼100 to a few of atoms.
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